Does patient meet general eligibility requirements for study participation?
Signed research authorization; adult (≥ 18 years) with diagnosis of type 2 diabetes; recognize clinician as main diabetes care provider; available for follow-up for six months after treatment decision; no major barriers to provide written informed consent

Patient is seen at site using diabetes medication DA
Is patient a candidate for starting a diabetes medication?
T2 diabetes for ≥ 1 year; HbA1c>7.3; not on insulin; On 0, 1, or 2 medication at maximum doses; no contraindication to diabetes medication, per clinician

Is patient also a candidate for starting either a statin or aspirin?
Not taking a statin or aspirin, respectively; no contraindication to statins or aspirin, per clinician

Is patient also a candidate for starting a diabetes medication?
T2 diabetes for ≥ 1 yr; HbA1c >7.3; not on insulin; on 0, 1, or 2 medication at max doses; no contraindication to diabetes medication, per clinician

Is patient a candidate for starting a statin?
Not taking a statin; no contraindication to statin, per clinician

Is patient also a candidate for starting a statin?
T2 diabetes for ≥ 1 yr; HbA1c >7.3; not on insulin; On 0, 1, or 2 medication at max doses; no contraindication to diabetes medication, per clinician

Is patient a candidate for starting aspirin?
Not taking aspirin; no contraindication to aspirin, per clinician

Is patient also a candidate for starting aspirin?
T2 diabetes for ≥ 1 yr; HbA1c >7.3; not on insulin; On 0, 1, or 2 medication at max doses; no contraindication to diabetes medication, per clinician

Patient is seen at site Using cardiovascular medication DA
Statin DA
Aspirin DA
Control usual CV care
Control usual diabetes care
Not eligible for study
Not eligible for study
Not eligible for study
Not eligible for study